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To increase proiluotion level as well as
production period of Pineapple following

stagleTeil Cultivation
Pineapple  has all the  qualities  required for being an  ideal fruit crop  suits

verywelltoourTr'ipuracondition,Thoughsystematiccultivationpracticesarenot
being  done  by the  farmers'  the  agro  climatic  condition  has  favoured  for  having

Nationalmore  proouclivlly t[idTi  Llit;  Ndiluilai  lt;vt;I.
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the    production  period  the  following
steps could be recommended besides,
adoption    of    the    recommended

practices.-_,'  ,'  -`
productton level

A  double  row  system  following  the
spacingof90cms.X60cms.X30cms.
can  accommodate  43,500  no.  plants

perha.i.e.6960no.plantsperkani.Thusincreasingtheplantpopulationbymore
than  double  than  the  present  practice.  In  other  countries  population  density  is
maintained  even  at 63,500  no.  per  ha.  But  it  requires trials  &  varification  in  our
agro-climaticcondition.Plantingshouldalsobedoneacrosstheslopeinorderto
restrict the soil & nutrients erosion.

Among sucker, slips and  crown -  the lst two are better for early fruiti_   _   _  I?L=_-I:-

ng.  But for
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planting,uniformityinsizesi.e.intermsOfweightisapreconditionforauniform
f.Leld  and crop situation, Therefore, the suckers which are  mostly used should  be
around450gm.insizeForSlipstheweightmaybearound350gm.forKewvarieties.
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Pineapple has all the qualities required for being an ideal fruit crop suits

very well to our Tripura condition. Though systematic cultivation practices are not
being done by the farmers‘ the agro climatic condition has favoured for having
more productivity than the National level.
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lt has been estimated 0.35 lakh MT. is only consumed as fresh for the

state, out of the total production of 1.06 lakh MT. The rest could be made available
for processing and export. The state experiences a huge market glut for a period of
around tmonth, alter which no pineapple is available.

lt may be mentioned here that to increase production level and to extend
the production period the following -——-
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adoption of the recommended
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maintained even at 63,500 no. per ha. But it requires trials & varification in our
agro—climatic condition. Planting should also be done across the slope in order to
restrict the soil & nutrients erosion.
2 Selection of prop

Among sucker, slips and crown - the 1st two are better for early fruiting. But for
planting, uniformity in sizes i.e. in terms of weight is a pre condition for a uniform
field and crop situation. Therefore, the suckers which are mostly used should be
around 450 gm. in size For Slips the weight may be around 350 gm. for Kew varieties.
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This will also facilitate the application of chemicals for

flower induction  in a commercial way.

The suckers should be stored for few days in Up-side-
down  condition  in  shade  instead  of  heaping.  Prior to

planting  the  basal  scaly  leaves  to  be  removed  and
dipping in 0.3°/o Dithan-Z-78 is desirable for 5 minutes.

Though the  best time  in  our condition  would  be  May

to June, but it is generally practiced to go for planting

dLlring   late  August  to   early  October  taking  the

advantage  of  post  monsoon  soil   moisture,   Biit,
availability  of  suckers  during  the  period  of

May  to  June  will  be  scarce  as  the  fruits
attaining   maturity  at  this  time,  and  the
cultivators    are    reluctant   to    go    for
desuckering  though  desuckering  has  no

adverse  effect  on  quality  and  productivity.
Though pineapple could be planted through

out the year the season of plantation in our

state  should  be  decided  based  upon  availability  of  suckers,  avoidance  of  winter
months &  rainy months etc.

Pineapple  is a gross feeder of  Nitrogen  &  Potash, though  no fertilizer or manure
application  is  practiced  in  Tripura.  The  Pineapple  in  our  State  is  produced  taking

advantage of virgin soil and good rainfall. It has been experienced that an application
of 20gm. Urea, 25gm. of SSP and 16gm. MOP per plant during pro monsoon period
will  help to  increase the fruit size.

Earthing  up is required to keep the plant upright,  particularly for ratoon crop, and

removalofstipsfromthebaseofthefruitincreasesfruitsize&earlinessinmaturity.

Pineapple  has  a great  disadvantage  of  irregular flowering,  only  30-400/o  of  plant

population  comes  to  flower  under  natural  condition.  Therefore,  to  increase
productivity flowering  in  more  no.  of plants any of the following  practices can  be
taken  up.
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Period of aiiplicalion

September-Jan uary         -

March-May

All Months

Solution

Ninl6ppm(Pla-nofixlml/4.5lts.of water)

Ethrel 10 ppm (2.5 ml./ 100 Its. of water) + 2%
llrea + 0.04% Sodium carbonate.

Ethrel 25 ppm (6.25 ml. /100 Its. of water +  2%
Urea + 0.04% Sodium carbonate.

lt is  recommended that, to obtain a fruit of marketable size the application  should
be made at 35 to 40 leaf stage (with average weight of "D" leaves should be 90gm.)

After preparing the solution of the  required chemicals or growth  regulators, 50 ml
of solution should  be poured  into the heart of the plant.  Efficacy is less during the
rainy  months.  There  should  be  no  rain  for  24  to  36  hrs.  after  application.  The
application  should   be  repeated,   if  there  is  rain  immediately  after  application.
Flowering  stalk will  be visible within  6-7 weeks time.

Staggering  could  also  be  done  by  planting  at
regular intervals, and planting with suckers/ slips/

crown etc. Of different sizes. Application of flower
inducing chemicals at an interval of 7 days w.e.f.
April to  November can  ensure a steady  harvest
of fruits through  out the year. Around three and
half month is required after flowering for harvest.
Therefore,   the  chemicals  for   induction   of
flowering  has to  be  applied  to  induce  at  least 5
months in advance prior to the scheduled harvest.
Having a plot of uniform crop growth will have a

greater  advantage  for  undertaking  chemical
induction  for which  planting  of  uniform  size  of

planting  materials (suckers/slips)  is a pre-requisite.

a.Reduction  in the cost of cultivation by restricting vegetative phase.
b.Uniformity in  harvest

c.Assured yield

d.Premium  price to the grower through  Off-season crop
e.F3egular supply of the fruits to the canneries throilgh out the year.

Period of application Solution
' ii
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5 Staggering could also be done by planting at
i regular intervals, and planting with suckersl slips! 4

crown etc. of different sizes. Application of flower
inducing chemicals at an interval of 7 days w.e.f.
April to November can ensure a steady harvest
of fruits through out the year. Around three and
half month is required after flowering for harvest.

A  Therefore, the chemicals for induction of if
flowering has to be applied to induce at least 5
months in advance priorto the scheduled harvest.

 Having a plot of uniform crop growth will have a ,
greater advantage for undertaking chemical

, _ induction for which planting of uniform size of l, _=
'  planting materials (suckers/slips) is a pre-requisite.
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